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HOMERIC WORDS AND SPEAKERS1 

THE aim of this paper is to establish the existence of a significant difference, in a number of 

respects, between the style of the narrated portions of Homer and that of the speeches which are 
recorded in the two epics; and to offer some explanations for this fact. It will require the 

presentation of some statistics: I suspect that not all of the figures are absolutely accurate, but I 
feel confident that such inaccuracies as they may contain will not affect the validity of the 
inferences drawn from them. The mere fact of differences in vocabulary, while not without 
interest, is not extremely interesting or surprising. The hope of this paper is that patterns will 

appear, and that the 'reticence' or 'objectivity' of Homer, more often praised than investigated, 
will be illuminated by them; that particular passages in the poems will be shown to be 

stylistically interesting or unusual; and that some general considerations will emerge which 

suggest that the difficulties confronting the oral theory of Homer are rather more complex than 
is often supposed. 

It is a striking feature of the Homeric poems, and one which particularly displeased Plato, 
that direct speech plays so large a role in them. The distinction between direct speech and 
narrative is not indeed an absolutely clear or simple one. The stories told by Odysseus in the 

Odyssey, for instance, are an obvious problem: are Books ix-xii to count as narrative or as 

speech? I have no doubt that they should count as speech. Odysseus' style of narration is not the 
same as that of the poet himself (to use a convenient shorthand for the manner of the narrative 

portions of the text). Aristotle pointed out that Homer allows his characters to say things for 
whose truth he himself does not vouch: to talk of monsters and marvels.2 J6rgensen showed in 
I905 that the persons in the poems speak of supernatural events in a different way from the 
poet.3 The omniscient narrator tells us which god intervenes at each moment in human actions, 
while the characters, unable to see with the same clarity the divine workings, talk in terms of 'a 

god': Oe6s or baihlcov. It has been argued, for instance by Krarup in I948,4 that abstract nouns 
(another tricky term to define with exactness) are notably more frequent in the speeches of the 
characters than they are in the impersonal narration. Hermann Frankel observes that the 
characters are much freer than the poet himself with explanations of events in terms of what we 
should call personifications: "ATrl, AlTai,5 and so on. Norman Austin remarked that the 
deployment of name formulae may be very different in speech and narrative.6 I hope to extend 
this sort of observation, and to indicate some underlying considerations, not so far discussed, 
which relate to the Homeric style in general, and which have important implications for the oral 
theory of composition. I shall conclude with some reflections on the language of Achilles and 
Agamemnon. 

Although there has been a certain amount of work done, as we have seen, on the distinction 
between speech and narrative, I think it would not be unfair to say that most of the oralists have, 
in their published work, paid very little attention to it. The tension between the thing to be said, 
and the constraints of metre and language, is usually discussed in more general terms, the singer 
being imagined as confronted by an essentially monolithic task. In fact, however, the distinction 
I am discussing added very considerably to the complexity of the undertaking which faced him. 

1 Versions of this paper were given at a conference at 157. 
the University of Pennsylvania in April I984, and at a 3 0. Jorgensen, 'Das Auftreten der Gotter in den 
meeting of the Hellenic Society in London in Biichern i-l der Odyssee': Hermes xxxix (I904) 357-82. 
November I984. Many helpful comments were made 4 P. Krarup, 'Verwendung von Abstracta in der 
on those occasions: I hope their makers will accept this direkten Rede bei Homer', C&M x (1948) I-I7. 
general expression of thanks. 5 H. Frankel, Dichtung und Philosophie des fruhen 

2 Arist., Fr. 163 R=2A in Iliad xix io8. Cf. W. Griechentums2 (Munich 1962) 68. 
Suerbaum, 'Die Ich-Erzahlungen des Odysseus', Poetica 6 Norman Austin, Archery at the Dark of the Moon 
ii (1968) 150-177; B. Effe, '"Personale" Erzahlweisen in (California I975) 49. 
der Erzahlliteratur der Antike', Poetica vii (I975) 135- 
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First, a reminder of the proportions involved. Of the 15,690 lines of the Iliad, 7018 are in direct 

speech, or slightly less than half (45%). Of the 12,Io3 lines of the Odyssey, 8225 are in direct 

speech, or about two thirds (67%). As a proportion of both poems together the speeches amount 
to nearly 5 5%.7 These proportions should be kept in mind when one assesses the significance of 
the figures which will be unpacked in this paper. 

I begin with some facts about the use of abstract nouns. Krarup found a total of 529 instances 
of the use of abstract nouns in speech, as against go in narrative. Testing his figures, I find that he 
tended to help them along a little: for instance, the noun paicXAoouvrs 'lewdness' is excluded 
from his count of abstracts in narrative, on the inadequate ground that the teAlexandrian scholars 
deleted the passage where it appears (II. xxiv 30). But a ratio of 4 or 5 (rather than something 
near 6) to one is really present. Within the large and rather motley class of abstract nouns, which 
ranges from mere generalising expressions for unspecified plural concrete particulars (mTrroios 
KCi 8n-rTUOS ?2 Epov EVTO, TAwinrl) by way of the general names of definite physical activities 

(6pXo9aTUs, vacTiroTl, irTTrocavr, TcrrAaiatoacuvr) to true abstru atacts (amicOS, eusiKiOl, 

sl?siAiXigr), it is observable that the more purely abstract they become, the greater is the er i ir 

preponderance in speech. Of the compounds of the family ayavoypoouvril-uacYpoauvri- 
a9pou vI-5oAo0ppooCLUV-n'Trlq)poUvi-EVUq)povvr-6opoq)ppoavrl--aao0q(ppoavvrI 
-(pAo(ppoaiUvr-c xaAipoaiuvr , for instance, a set of io nouns, we find 19 instances in speech 
as against 2 in narrative. Such words as e\i1KiLac, E'uEpyECilI, E6UTYECiT|, EUKAEiri, EUVOPirI, 

EuTrAoiTr, all are confined entirely to recorded speech. Krarup draws no inferences from such 
facts, which could be multiplied, beyond saying that 'an overwhelming majority of such words 
were created for the speeches in the poems'. Yet surely one point presents itself with immediate 
attractiveness, although it may at first sound like little more than the reformulation in other 
terms of the numerical ratios themselves. That is that the creators of the nHomeric poems 
regarded these abstract and and analytic types of expression as appropriate to the utterance of the 
characters in the epic: they were not equally appropriate to the recounting of events by the singer 
himself, as the mouthpiece of the goddess. 

That way of putting the matter may not command immediate assent. An alternative 

explanation, it might be urged, and one which makes less in the way of assumptions, would be to 
suppose th that the narrative scenes and passages-the journeys, meals, duels, battles-were in their 
general character and also in their verbal detail much more traditional, the speeches much more 
innovative. Consequently the tendency to abstraction and analysis in the speeches would simply 
be an instance of the general development of thought and language, visible in the speeches 
because their composition was later. There is some truth in this, although not as much (as we 
shall see) as might be thought; but I should still want to press the point that the Homeric singers 
can be seen to be well aware of the problem of stylisation and of different modes of conduct 
within the epics. Let me illustrate that by reference to a few pieces of Homeric stylisation of a 
very different kind. 

Everybody knows that the world of the heroes, in which the action takes place, is explicitly 
declared to be 'different' from the world of the singers themselves. 'Such as men are nowadays', 
oToi vuv PpOTol eiEia, they are not at all the same as men were in those days, when kings were 
sprung directly from the loins of gods, and a man could lift with one hand the weight that now 
two stout fellows can barely hoist on to a waggon. Specifically, there were visible differences. 
Bronze, not iron, was the metal they used, and the singers, who cannot help letting slip a few 
hints that they themselves used iron (auo6s yap EspEAKerTaL &vpa ari6rpos, Od. xvi 294 = xix 
I 3), are on the whole remarkably consistent in limiting their heroes to the older metal. They also 
describe a curious and unrealistic diet: nothing but roast beef for heroes, with no vegetables, 
apparently, and no fish except when one is starving (TErEIpE E yacrTepa Ap0sS, Od. iv 369=xii 
332). Such things are not as irrelevant as they may seem to the question of language, since they 

7 Figures: Schmid-Stahlin, Geschichte der griechischen Literatur i (Munich 1929) 92. 
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show that the singers (Homer) were highly self-conscious and eminently able to impose on their 
creation stylised ways, in accordance with a clear conception of the special conditions of heroic 
life. The consistent chastity of language in allusions to sexual matters, which won the applause of 
the pious poet William Cowper ('Homer is in point of chastity a most blameless author', he 
wrote to a clergyman friend),8 is another example of this self-awareness. It therefore seems 

appropriate to expect that the later stages of the tradition will not simply have been introducing 
more contemporary linguistic modes into the speeches without reflection, but on the contrary 
allowing them into the speeches, and excluding them from such narrative as they composed 
themselves, in accordance with a feeling that they were more appropriate there. 

It is a further argument, and a much more direct and convincing one, that the restriction of 
these words to speeches is not simply because they are abstract nouns. On the contrary, a more 
careful look at the evidence shows something more general and more interesting. The words 
ayavoppoaivr and a&ppoaCrvr, to take the first two of that group, belong not only to the class 
of abstract nouns but also to their own little families of Homeric words: in the first case ayavo6 
and ayavo96pcov, in the second a&paivco, appovaco and &ppcov. If we ask what the 
distribution between speech and narrative is of these groups, the totals are again strikingly one- 
sided. The words of the ayavos group cumulatively appear in speech 14 times, in narrative 
twice; those of the &apcov group appear in speech 21 times, in narrative once (II. iv 104 TCo 68 
q9ppvas a&qpovi Tre0TEv). The marked preference for direct speech is thus not only a stylistic 
matter relating to highly abstract nouns, but appears to attach to the basic sense expressed by 
certain ideas, whether in adjectives, nouns, or verbs: of gentleness, of folly. It confirms this view 
that the word iTrrios, another expression for gentleness, occurs in Homer 23 times in speech and 
only twice (II. iv 218, Od. xv 557) in narration. 

It will have become apparent that far-reaching consequences may be ascribed to such a 
preference, and it is right to produce some more evidence for the fact, before proceeding to a riot 
of inference. One of the words singled out as a true abstract was E?8IlKiai. That word is rare in 
Homer, coming in fact only twice. Its restriction to speeches might therefore seem a small thing: 
a reluctance on the part of the singer to put so very abstract a noun into the mouth of the 
goddess. Now, the cognate words in the epics (I disregard the Hymns throughout) are BIKacco, 
SiKalOS, 81KaCYr6OAOS, 5iK1r; and the usage of those words divides into a total of 37 appearances 
in speech against 5 in narrative, a ratio of 52 to one. Immediately the impulse is to enquire into 
the usage of the word 0ti;is and its relatives, a&E6iaTios / aOE,ilCTOS and OEI1crTeVuco. OPiqS 
(except in the few cases where the word is the name of the goddess Themis, a person who 
actually appears in the poem) comes 26 times in speech and 3 in narrative; 0E6lCTrU'co and 
atEpuicTrtos between them come 7 times in speech and once in narrative, giving a total of 33 to 4, 
just over 8 to one. Thus, for instance, the formula fN 6PilS CaTriv, which is versatile enough to 
appear in several different positions in the line, is never said in the narrative: the poet never 
commits himself to expressing, from his own mouth, the idea that something is correct, in line 
with timeless usage. The distinction to be made between the speeches and the poet's own words 
is then not only a stylistic one, at least in the narrow sense of avoiding in certain types of passage a 
certain grammatical type of word. What is avoided is the expression in the narrative of certain 
sorts ofjudgment: on the rightness and wrongness of action, on the sense or folly of decisions and 
moods. Such expression ofjudgment is both pervasive and important for Homer, but it is only 
rarely expressed in a direct way. 

It will help in seeing what is being asserted here if a contrast is briefly made with the practice 
of Virgil. In the Aeneid the reader constantly finds verses which express, from the poet's own 
mouth, strong and direct emotion: such asides as nefas! (viii 688 sequiturque-nefas-Aegyptia 
coniunx), visu miserabile (ix 465), heu vatum ignarae mentes! (iv 6s),fortunati ambo! (ix 446) allow 
Virgil to comment directly, in highly emotional terms. More widespread are passages which 

8 W. Cowper, Letter of 3 December 1785 to the Rev. J. Newton. 
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work an attitude into the narrative by a morally coloured epithet. Aeneas watches Dido's 

indignant ghost recede, casu concussus iniquo, says the poet (vi 475); Cacus steals the cattle of 
Hercules,furiis Caci mens effera, ne quid inausum / aut intractatum scelerisve dolivefuisset (viii 205): 
'his mind maddened by the Furies, so as to leave nothing untouched or undared in the way of 
crime and trickery'. The Homeric use of words like 5iKfl and 0?l5I contrasts very sharply; as it 
does again with Virgilian lines like saevit amorferri et scelerata insania belli (vii 461), or eadem impia 
Famafurenti / detulit (iv 298), triste ministerium (vi 223), auri sacrafames (iii 57), insignis . . . Nisus 
amore pio pueri (v 295), certam quatit improbus hastam (xi 767)-such expressions are everywhere in 
the Aeneid, forcing on the reader an explicit moral and emotional interpretation of events and 
characters.9 The contrast helps to bring out the restraint of the Homeric manner. 

No feature of Homeric style is more important than this. The narrator depicts events in a 

way which leaves the understanding of their moral significance to the audience-an audience 
whose presence is never acknowledged. That significance is brought out partly by the sequence 
of events themselves, and partly by such devices as the simile; but above all it emerges from 
direct speech, which in Homer is addressed, not by the poet to his own hearers, but by speakers 
to hearers within the poem. That is where the crucial moral terms appear. 

I shall return to the question of emotion after a few more words on morality. It would be 
possible to make the objection to my treatment of eulis and siKr that these terms are not, after 
all, central to the thought of the poem, which is primarily envisaged, and meant to be judged, in 

terms is in reality less important than it may seem. I am anxious not to be unfair to this argument, 
which is an important one, and I make no great play, for instance, with the figures for the usage 
of words related to KaKOS. Like anyone who has actually tried to count and analyse the Homeric 
occurrences of a word like KaKOS, I cannot reach the heroic level of self-restraint which would 
be needed to refrain from setting out the results, in the most summary form; but I shall not dwell 
on them. For forms of KaKOS itself, a count produced the totals of 253 appearances in speech, 48 
in narrative (5 to one); and for its unappetising family of KaKi3oial KaKOEpyill KaKopr Xavos 
KaKoelvos KaKOppaqpicl KaKOTEXVOS KaKOTTIS KcK0oqpaiTs KaKOCO, totals of 35 appear- 

ances in speech against 4 in narrative (9 to one). Those figures have a certain weight. As for the 
contrary word ayao6s, it emerges that in the Ilia d it is used 47 times in narrative and 37 in 
speech, in the Odyssey 12 times in narrative and 12 times in speech. Those figures, however, are 
misleading: no fewer than 40 of the 46 narrative instances in the Iliad, and 6 of the 12 in the 
Odyssey, are repetitions of the single formula poisv ayaeo6. If that phrase is excluded, the 
instances of ayaeos in speech outnumber those in narrative by 3 5 to 7 in the Iliad, and by 23 to 6 
in the Odyssey. 

Can this dichotomy be applied to what must be accepted as central ethical concerns of the 
Homeric epics, beyond the reach of objections to the singling out of SiK1) or PIS or KaKov as 
crucial terms? What follows represents an attempt to do it. Central to the Iliad is a high-handed 
act of Agamemnon and the struggle of Achilles against him and against the crescendo of appeals 
from the Achaeans that he should rescue them from destruction: his final relenting, his killing of 
Hector, his release of his enemy's corpse in a scene of shared humanity with Priam. After 
reflection the following key words-of course this list is not exclusive-seem to me to convey 
the essence of that moral story: O@pis and its congeners (the act of Agamemnon is called Ci3pis 
by Achilles, and Athena accepts the description II. i 203, 214); p-ivis (a term almost restricted 
to Achilles and the gods-this was no ordinary anger); avaliEirT and avai6irS (immediately 
applied to Agamemnon by Achilles, II. i 149); Tao-aceAos (used of Achilles by Priam, II. xxii 
418); Tip' and its family-the crucial issue (cf. II. i 352-6 and 505-Io, eleven lines in which 
words of this group occur no less than 8 times); acepas (used of Achilles' more human behaviour 

9 On 'Lyrismus' in Virgil, cf. R. Heinze, Virgils zurgriechischen und r3mischen Literatur (Zurich and Stutt- 
epische Technik3 (Leipzig I914) 374; K. Latte in Philol. gart I964) i66. 
xc (I935) 54 =Kleine Schriften 584; F. Klingner, Studien 
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in the old days by Andromache, II. vi 417, and urged on him as a motive for fighting by Iris, II. 
xviii 178); vriAiS and tAeoS, the charge brought against Achilles by Ajax (II. ix 628) and by 
Patroclus (II. xvi 33), and the quality he seems to have lost in Book xxiv (line 44), but which at 
last he shows to Priam. The figures for the usae of alli the words in these groups are: pp 26-3, 

PTIVIS 19-12, aVai8Eie 11-4, CTCa(aAOS 30-1, acpaS 8-o, T-IIr IpI1I-I5, vr9Ar|s (of persons) 
8-0, EAEos 55-23. The total usage of the groups I calculate at 268-58, or nearly 5 to one. It is, I 
fear, not unlikely that some slips may have crept in, but the only thing I have done which does 
not reflect the facts in an absolutely straightforward way is to disregard, under the word vrAris, 
the formulaic repetitions of vrAl ie XachAKC and vTAEE?S tpap. I have reckoned the instances 
where the word is applied to a person (or a heart, vrAtl Qui 8po). 

It thus appears that the epics strongly favour the reservation of the crucial mongly ra tat terms from 
the narrative to the speeches. In passing it may be observed that here again it is the sense rather 
than the grammatical category which is significant: not only aEpaS but also its verb aEp6t3opia 
is limited to the speeches, &a-rTdcac os is as restricted (though much commoner) as aTao6aeair|, 
and whereas we find three examples of the noun u(ppl (out of 17) in narrative, the verb Iupi3co 
and the adjective tipplaTTiS are restricted to speeches. The result thus rather laboriously reached 
is not perhaps extremely surprising. It is no secret that the poems contain a number of lively 
scenes of moral debate, and in a general way every reader is aware that the Homeric style is 

impersonal. The extent to which this is true, however, ought to pose a general question to the 
oralists, which I express rather boldly by saying that in important senses the Homeric epics have 
two vocabularies. 

That provocative assertion needs to be given some flesh. Let me start with the fact that the 
word oaerAio0S is in both epics (it occurs 30 times) used 29 times in speeches, as an emotional 
remonstrance directed by one character to another, and only once in narrative, at Od. xxi 28. The 
usage of baiui6vioS, (22 instances against none), is similar. It is thus exceedingly rare, that is to 
say, for anyone to be described by the poet as possessing either of these qualities. 5o(lo6vios 
indeed hardly seems to have what might properly be called a meaning: its use conveys an attitude 
of shock or rebuke on the part of the speaker towards the speaker towards the person addressed. crXETA0os however 
has a more definite sense, the nuance being of unreasonable persistence or disregard of a normal 
limitation. The narrative, which does not accept either of these epithets, is however happy with 
another apparently similar one, the word viTrilos. Like them it is often used as the first foot of a 
line, to comment unfavourably on an action or an attitude; and one character can say to another 
'VItE, the women of Troy are still defended by Hector' (Ii. xvi 83 3), or 'VfrrE, don't talk to me 
of ransom' (II. xxi 99). But this word, unlike ai6vios and and X?TAios is also used by the poet 
himself, and quite frequently (14 times), to comment on deluded behaviour of his characters. 

Two things are noticeable: first, that the poet always expresses this in the third and not in the 
second person: vfrrros, oi5' ap' ?p?AA ... rrirl, oV5' Ev6oC6V ... The emotional nuance 
is thus not as unrestrained as when the characters talk to each other with such epithets in the 
vocative (vrrri 4 times: the usual usage of 6ai&6vios), or as it is when Virgil addresses his Nisus 
and Euryalus at Aeneid ix 446 as 'fortunati ambo! . . . vos . . .'. The second point is that, unlike 

5ai8o6vios and axe"r?ios, the word vrTlrios does possess a meaning which allows it to be used 
in narrative. vrTrria TEKva, young children, come in the epic, and the baby Astyanax is called in 
the narrative vf rrios (II. vi 400). It is true that all the passages in which vi Trios is so used could 
be said to have an emotional colouring, but that is partly due to the nature of the world itself, 
rather perhaps than that of language. At any rate, the word is used in the epics as conveying a 
fact; and I think it is that which made it available for the poet to use in his own person, 
commenting on the delusions of his characters, in a way that the other two epithets, which had 
no unemotional uses at all, were not. Again, finally, it is worth repeating that a very nice 
distinction is observed. A character may address another in the vocative, vTri6E; for himself the 
narrator sticks to the nominative and the third person. The explanation for the distinction cannot 
be primarily metrical, as the other possibility did exist in the epic. It is a matter of stylistic and 
emotional level and tone. 
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A smaller group of words consists of those which are not only limited to direct speech but 
also wholly or mostly restricted to application to the speaker himself. Thus the phrases aiva 
rEKo0aa and aiva Trraeouoca, which appear once each in the Iliad, are each time used by the 
speaker of herself: 

CO plOI TKVOV ?O6v, ri VU oC' ETrpeov aiva TEKouVa; (i 414) 

'Why did I bear you in sorrow and rear you?' 

asks Thetis of Achilles, and 

TEKVOV, Eycb 6SEtsi' Ti Vu pEioipal iva waOoOaa; (xxii 431) 

'Why should I live in sorrow, now you are dead?' 

says Hecuba to Hector. aivoTrraciS behaves in the same way. Waking from a refreshing sleep, 
Penelope says 

f) ,UE ?IaX' aivoTraOe) laAcaKov TrEpi KC)p' EKa'AUVEV (Od. xviii 20I) 

'A gentle sleep covered me over in my cruel sorrow'. 

More strikingly, the word aiov6oopos, which comes three times, is always so used. In the 
disastrous battle of his men with the Cicones, says Odysseus, an evil destiny from Zeus came 
upon us, 

Uilfv aivoi6ppoiaiv, iv' &ayEa -rroX&a rraeolaev (Od. ix 53) 

'Upon us poor wretches, to make us endure many sorrows'. 

The ghosts of the slain suitors tell Agamemnon, in the next world, of their destruction: Penelope 
set up the axes, 

Tiliav oivop6poiaiv a&xOAia Kail p6vou &apXlv (Od. xxiv 169) 

'For us poor wretches a contest which was the beginning of our doom'. 

Most eloquently of all, Andromache laments her fate. She was born to an evil destiny in the 
house of her father Eetion. 

06 p' ETpEp TUTOoVv Eo cav, 

iVoaliopos caiv6oopov' cos lTn CA)PEAAE TEKEOcxla (II. xxii 480) 

'He brought me up when I was little-unhappy father and wretched daughter'. 
The two Homeric instances of the word TravaTTrroTros are both spoken by Priam in the last 

book of the Iliad-- o pot ycy 'rravcaTro-rTos, to have had and lost so many fine sons (xxiv 255 
and 493). The word Travacobpos, 'doomed all too early',0l makes its sole appearance in the 
same book, on the lips of Achilles: 

&aA' Eva Trac6a T6EKEV Travacbptov (xxiv 540) 

'My father had one son, doomed to die all too early; and I do not even care for him in his old 
age'. 

6ucvatiCopos, 'doomed to misery', is used only in lamentation, and refers to the speaker in two 
of its three appearances. 'Our child is an orphan now,' says Andromache, 'the child whom we ill- 
fated pair brought to birth', 

warrd 5' EtL v?TIloS auTors, 
O6 TrKOiLEV c0U T' ry'c TE 6-uac&diopoi (xxii 484 and xxiv 726). 

10 Despite the ingenious argument of Maurice Pope, 'A Nonce-Word in the Iliad', CQ xxv (1983) i-8. 



The third instance is barely different, when Priam complains that he and Hecuba cannot satisfy 
their need for lamentation over Hector's body: 

Il'TrlP 8', i IlV TIlKT'E uoCai..opos, i85' yC6 C)UT6O (xxii 428). 

Some scholars have even wanted to take the epithet with what follows rather than what 

precedes; that is clearly wrong, but the distinction between the unhappiness of Hecuba and that 
of Priam is here of the slimmest. All these words have in common a conscious pathos, what 

might almost be called self-indulgence. In this they resemble the striking word which Thetis uses 
of herself, 'unhappy mother of the greatest of heroes': 

Co) pOl yco SEtiAL, X oL Ocr p aaplTOTOrKEia (xviii 54). 

Such words were evidently felt by the poet to be too different in ethos and colouring to appear in 
his own style, or even in ordinary speeches within the epics: their plangency suited the expression 
of self-pity. 

Certain other words can be seen to have an inclination in the same direction: BUKAEiTS, 
used only twice, and both times by Agamemnon of himself (II. ii I I5; ix 22), as he faces the 

agonising prospect of an inglorious and humiliated return to Greece. 5u&oicopos and 5iUC7TJrVOS 
are words which appear overwhelmingly in speech. The one exception is the 'sympathetic' line 
in which the poet says that 'poor Odysseus' was nearly drowned when his raft was wrecked: 

Mvea KE BiT S\CTrT?vos w-rrp p6pov COAE-r' '06S aEur S (Od. v 436): 

as sometimes happens in the Odyssey, the narrator has slipped from the dispassionate mode. But 
both words also come with some frequency in self-reference by the speakers. 

Another point, not unrelated, can be made about the expressions OUK Ovo[pacTrv and 
8uacbvup0os, 'not to be named' and 'of evil name'. The former appears in Homer three times, at 
Od. xix 260 and 570, and at Od. xxiii I9. It is always spoken by Penelope, in the phrase 

KaKoi'Alov, OUK OVOpjaaC"TV, 

'Evil Troy, not to be named'. 

8vacobvu,Jos also comes three times: once it is applied to the Achaeans by Hecuba, 

?i pcaAa 811 TEipOUcv SuacObvuvpoi uTIs 'AxaicLv (II. vi 255) 

'The sons of Achaeans, evil to name, are wearing you out'; 

once by Penelope to the day of her forced re-marriage, 

|5E 9 TOn oS enca SUCo'VUpOS, q P' 'OBucr'qos 
OIKOV a&rroaxTaEi (Od. xix 571), 

'This is the day of evil name which is to separate me from Odysseus' house'; 

and once in narrative, of death: Asius, the fool, was never to return alive to Troy, 

Trp6OOEv yap pIv poTpa suacbvupos aHp6EKCAU\ EV (II. xii i 6). 

With the rather remarkable exception of this last instance, all utterances of these two phrases are 
made by women.11 

11 This fact surely reinforces, by the way, the 'My infatuation was great, terrible, not to be named; 
conjecture of Martin at [Hom.] hymn. Ven. 253: and I am with child by a mortal man'. 
Aphrodite complains of her sufferings because of her The manuscripts read rov T. W. Allen prints 

passion for Anchise, *The manuscripts read ovoTrTov; T. W. Allen prints 
passion for Anchises, Clark's ovorTacrTO, which the commentary of Allen, 

wrrEi paoAa 'TroAA6v &auOriv Halliday and Sikes actually calls 'certain', but 6vopaca- 
cX)(rTAiov OOK 6vopacro6v, 6&rrEr?-ayXerlV 6E v6o0o, TOV has not only the right sense but also the right 

acxTBa 6' Tr6 3cobvrC) 608pirv ppoTrC EOvrlO0taa feminine ethos. 
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In the description of anger, a great Homeric subject, we find that words are used differently. 
alivis refers almost exclusively to the anger of gods and the wrath of Achilles, and that 
limitation is its dominant aspect: ,rlnvic is used as many times in narrative as in speech (3-3), 
[pxvis IO times in speech and 6 in narrative. That is to say, there is no significant difference in the 
case of this word. KOTCO) and K6TOS together occur i6 times in speech, i i times in narrative: 

again, no significant difference. But we do find expressions which are only used in one or the 
other of the two modes. The common phrase UTrr6opa i6cjv (26 times) is never used in the first 
person but always in the third; it is a striking fact that Odysseus, in the Wandering books of the 
Odyssey, not only never says *rTOV 6' &p' r68oSpa 1i6dv TrpoaCErlv, but that he never describes 
anybody else as looking in that way. The word uTr66xpa is absent from those books, and it seems 
that it was felt to be appropriate only to the impersonal narrator. The same is true of the word 

s6 Exco (6XreaaS, &Xerlcaav), which is used 29 times in Homer, but always in narrative-and 
never in the Wanderings. (Such points as these, I remark parenthetically, are among the evidence 
which one might appeal to in support of the assertion th at the or6Aoyol of Odysseus are to be 
classed as speech, not as narrative.) As 'looking iTrr6opa' is confined to narrative, so is the 
statement that the eyes of an angry person 'flashed with fire' or 'burned' (II. i 104 etc.). Seven 
times is this idea used, and not in a formulaic phrase, except in as far as fire is always predicated of 

aoaE, never of opOaAitoi; and it is never applied by one character to another. Only the narrator 
avails himself of it. 

On the other hand, the phrase X6Aos ?.rprrE e UpCI (4 times) is restricted to speech; and 
whereas the word PEvos is neutral between speech and narrative (56-76), the word X)6Aos 
shows a clear preference for speech (47-13). The word 9uipaAyea is in the Iliad closely linked 
with the anger of Achilles: of its 4 appearances, two speak of his XOnAov eveuaAyEa, one is his 
demand that Agamemnon should pay him back all his O aiayEa Ac0pr&iv, and the fourth is used 
by Phoenix in his Meleager story to Achilles, when he tells him how the hero, angry like 
Achilles, withdrew from the fighting and stayed in bed with his wife Cleopatra, XoAtov 
euvaAyEa TrC'acOv. The emotional epithet is particularly appropriate to speech rather than 
narrative. XOAoS then, which is much commoner than iullvis and appears constantly at the 
crucial points of the Achilles story, tends towards becoming too emotionally coloured a word 
for the direct speech mode, but has by no means reached that point exclusively. Anger, after all, 
was an ancient and regular epic theme. 'This is what we hear about the heroes of the past, OTE KEV 
TIV' Trl3ayeAoS X6Aos IKOI, whenever one of them was assailed by a violent XO6Aos', says 
Phoenix to Achilles (II. ix 525). The length and the complexity of the treatment in the Iliad of the 
wrath of Achilles, which doubtless was original in giving the old theme of heroic anger a new 
and tragic turn, needed a new richness of psychological vocabulary to explain, or to make 
credible, the refusal of the hero in this poem to behave like other traditional heroes, accept the 
presents, and come back to battle. That at least would be my guess about the history. Xo6Aos, 
more than pEvoS or Ouios, was developed to meet this need, never going as far as rarer words 
for mental states, such as acEpas or ayril (indignant astonishment), which were employed only in 
direct speech by the persons in the poems. 

At the opposite extreme from heroic anger come the qualities of gentleness and restraint. 
The noun ai;cbs occurs 24 times in Homer, and only once (II. xv 657) in narrative; the verb 
aiEo5oiai occurs 33 times in speech, 9 times in narrative. We have seen already that ayavos and 
the words etymologically connected with it are overwhelmingly commoner in speech than in 
narrative. The similar but rarer words AvrisI and 'vTIeir1, applied particularly to Patroclus, and 
the words PeiAiXos, |iuiAiXlost, PeiAlXirT and the word fJrTros when they are used of persons, 
appear in speech 40 times but only 4 times in narrative, a ratio of 10 to one. vrPAris, we saw, is 
used of persons 8 times in speech, never in narrative; the same sort of thing is true of another 
reverse of gentleness, the word aTrrTlvS ('harsh', 'unyielding'). That epithet figures i i times in 
speech, never in narration. In the case of anger it was suggested that the theme of the Iliad and the 
particular development of the anger of Achilles were at the back of the pattern of usage. 
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Gentleness has all the appearance of being an Homeric speciality. The quality for which Helen 
loved Hector, which all men loved and Briseis lamented in Patroclus, which Odysseus' mother 
mourned in her absent son until she died of grief (Od. xi 203)-that quality of gentleness can 
have found little room, as far as we can tell, amid the grim events and stern passions of the 
Thebais, any more than it does in the archaic epics of the Germans or the Norsemen. Words for 
anger, even if they might need some development for the superhuman wrath of Achilles, must 
have been present in the heroic tradition from the beginning. Words for its reverse were, I 
imagine, virtually non-existent. I should guess the nearest the epic before Homer came to them 
would be something like this: 

COS Trc yE KAaiovTE Trpocaaui'rTrlv acaicla 

pEiAiXioiS wTEECaCotv &ai iAitKTOV 8' oTT' &KOuCoav... (II. xi 136-7) 

'So did they in tears address the King with softening words, but unsoftened was the answer 
they heard.' 

The creators of the Homeric epics had to develop a vocabulary for a quality which was 
important to them, and as the manner of the narration did not, for them, admit the use of words 
emotionally coloured in that way, they made great use of the speeches, in which the words are 
after all the responsibility of those who utter them. And it is important to observe that these very 
qualities are crucial to the plot, they are not merely decorative: the passionate anger and eventual 
relenting of Achilles, the gentleness of Patroclus which impels him to intervene and so to meet 
his death. 

I turn now to some different aspects of language. First, an enquiry into negative epithets. 
Another of my calculations has been of adjectives beginning with a privative. They are 
numerous in the Homeric poems. They present insuperable difficulties to the enquirer who 
wants to add up exact totals, because in the case of some of these words the etymology is not 
agreed by scholars: for instance arrrlvTls or &acuq)rlAos. Some of these words were at least in 
later antiquity believed to be privative adjectives: &ac7rpTAos was derived from croop6s, for 
example. What the views of the singers were about the origin and meaning of some rare 
yAocrycxat remains inscrutable. Other words are by some modern scholars derived from a 
privative originals, when perhaps the singers will have preferred a quite different theory: so Frisk 
conjectures for aTa'oOaXos an ultimate original with an alpha negativing the root of O&paos, 
but the old etymology which connected the word with &aTrl probably seemed more perspicuous 
to the bards. These depressing considerations being stated by way of preliminary, so that the 
possibility of attaining a finally correct total here is not simply small but actually nil, I reckon 
that the speeches in the epics contain over 70 negative adjectives not represented in the narrative. 
They range alphabetically from &aaaTro and &ayils to &OppirTCop and a&copos. 

I hope that this fact will be seen to have some significance. First, a considerable number of 
these epithets have an emotional or ethical value. When Priam is encouraged by the gods to 
venture into Achilles' power, they tell him: 'He is not without reflection, without consideration, 
a criminal': OUTE yap EOT' appcov OUT' aaKO-TOS OUT' a&Arrlmov (II. 24.157= I86). When the 
wise Nestor wants to utter a very severe condemnation of Agamemnon's reckless act, he says 
(putting his rebuke in a tactfully general form) a&ppilCrp aE[UTa-ros avEcrTos EcrTIV 

EKEtvos-'without kin, without law, without hearth' (like the monstrous Cyclops, in fact), 'is 
that man who is in love with hateful civil strife' (II. ix 63). Such words do not recur in narrative, 
except that in the Odyssey the poet once swerves a little from his objectivity and calls a suitor 
avT1p aEpiajiCTla EiSbs (Od. xx 287). Such words as &Epyos, o6ixf-ls, CKAE)IS, avaiTios, 
aTriaTos, &TroTrpos, aTrTOAEtPOS, aTpEKf1S, carry in different ways a charge of emotion and 
judgment.12 Others, such as &yEpaoros and &TItIaOS, are related to important aspects of the 

12 On the phrase &eiKkat pya seeJ. Griffin, Homer on sometimes alleged, express a moral criticism of the 
Life and Death (Oxford I980) 85 n. 9: it does not, as action. 
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plot. Such value-charged words had their importance for the poets, but their tone was, I think, 
too subjective for their own utterance. Only from the lips of another could they fit in without 
disrupting the dispassionate ethos which, on the whole, was thought appropriate for the actual 
unfolding of events. Another point I guess at is this: some of these negative words, like abstract 
nouns, convey a certain nuance of abstraction and complexity in view of the world. Such words 
as aTrEVuris, &TrpTlKToS, avaTrolvov, aTEAXEuiTrloS describe what is not present rather than 
what is. It seems to me likely that such a way of speaking may have struck the poets as more 
appropriate to human analysis and thinking than to the stream of honey-sweet utterance to be 
expected of the mouthpiece of the goddess. Different enquirers may put different totals in this 
column, but I think it will still emerge that this is a fact of the Homeric style. And as a fact it calls 
for an explanation. 

That example of stylistic explanation may not have convinced the more sceptical. I follow it 
with a few which I think must be accepted. The introductory word f, conventionally translated 

'verily', receives in Ebeling's great Lexicon Homericum the comment non est ipsius poetae sed eorum 

quos loquentesfacit-not used by the poet himself but by his speaking characters. That note, I 
observe in passing, is, as far as I can see, unique: this paper would have been a lot easier to prepare 
had the question presented itself to more composers of articles in that invaluable work of 
reference. It is a sad warning to successors that Denniston 3 quotes the comment only to produce 
an exception to it: the strange passage, deleted by Aristarchus, Od. xxii 31. Here the suitors, 
when Odysseus has shot Antinous, threaten him with death-for, says the poet, they supposed 
his act was accidental: Eirei fi d(caav O0K eO2Eov-rac &vSpa KaraKTETVal. The passage is odd, 
for as Eustathius points out the Homeric manner was not to produce a chorus like this for a 
general verdict on events, but to allow one voice to speak for all-cOS BE T'lS ETTEacKEV. I, too, 
have another exception to add to Ebeling and Denniston. At Od. xxi 99 the Odyssey poet allows 
himself another aside. Antinous having remarked on the bow, Homer says: 

fi TOt OICaTO' yE TrpA)TOS yEVcTaaOait EeAAev 
?K XEtpOCV '05ucvros apoJiovoS, OV TOT- aTripa ... 

'indeed, he was to be the first to taste an arrow from that bow at the hands of noble Odysseus, 
whom at that moment he was insulting'. The point is only worth making because this passage, 
too, is exceptional in another way. We observed that in the Homeric poems the verb artLa,co 
was used 15 times in the speech of the characters, and only once in narrative: this passage is in fact 
that one exception. The departure from the normal manner of Homer is thus independently 
clear in both the places where qf appears in the poet's own mouth. 

Now, the word if is one of the commonest in Homer, occurring some hundreds of times; yet 
the poet was in no doubt about the distinction between the style appropriate to it and that where 
it would have been out of place. By contrast, the particle PEV is just as much at home in narrative 
as in speech: a sample count of four Books, Iliad i and xv with Odyssey v and xvii, produced 
figures of 63 occurrences in narrative, 54 in speech. What is true of i, however, is also true of 
another extremely common word, often associated with it: the adverb lacAa. f ja'iaa comes 5 I 
times, and never in narrative; lack' ot0 4 times, never in narrative; the very frequent usage of 
tia.Aa with adjectives, of which in speech there are dozens of instances before 20 different 

epithets, is in narrative almost wholly limited to the 3 phrases (iaAta Pi6Eyas, i.paa Tirovos and 
dcXaca TroAXX. The point is again in one way a trivial one, but in another highly suggestive. 

These little words fj and ?pa'a, constantly in use in speech, must have presented themselves 
almost automatically to the poet's mind; and yet the consciousness was retained that they were 
somehow less appropriate to the other parts of the poems-even though in general the style of 
speech and narrative appears even to thoughtful observers to be so very alike. I imagine the 
nuance which was felt was one of informality, of a sort of emphasis which would have slightly 

13 J. D. Denniston, Greek Particles2 (Oxford 1954) 279. 
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blurred the uniform and dispassionate mode of presentation which the Muse's narrative called 
for. A neat illustration of the difference is provided by II. xvi 742-50. Cebriones receives a deadly 
wound and falls from his high chariot: 'like a diver', says Homer, 6 5' apvEurTflp 
0otKCOS f Knl 6LEC' &mr' EuEpyEOs sippou. But Patroclus, who slew him, does not leave the 

matter there. c TrTTwol, he cries, f pca\' eA'cXppos &vilp, cos pEla Kupio-ra: 'Oh my, how 
nimble he is (9 ,taXAa), how lightly he tumbles .. .'. He goes on to develop the Homeric simile: 
Cebriones would make a fine living as a diver bringing up calamare. He concludes, f pa, 'there 
really are some tumblers in Troy'. Not only the obvious cA) TrTroi but also fj a6\cAa, cos 
Kuplca'ra, f pxa, are all marks of the spoken style, which transforms the narrator's dispassionate 
observation ('like a diver') into an emotional and personal utterance. W. H. Friedrich says, 
'Patroklos homerisiert', 'Patroclus speaks in Homer's style'. 14 That is true, we now see, only in a 
special sense. 

The same sort of explanation may account for another stylistic variation: the use of the word 
oTos. Apart from formal similes this word, common enough in speech, is rather rare in 
narrative. A hint of its emotional colouring emerges at once from the repeated formula of 
remonstrance after a shocking or surprising utterance: olov EE1TrEs, 'what a thing to say!' A 
count of examples produced totals of 147 in speech, 16 (apart from similes) in narrative. Of those 
16, 4 are repetitions of the formulaic phrase oTol vuiv pporoi EiCol, 'such as men are now', while 
another 4 relate to the characteristic differences between the existence of gods and men: the ichor 
which runs in their veins (II. v 340), the food they eat (Od. v 197), the deathless unguent they use 
(Od. viii 365, xviii I93). One other is a rather feeble echo of this set, a passage which refers (II. xx 
480) to 'the sort of food that kings eat'. Those 9 instances are characterised by a certain stateliness, 
attained or affected, as are, more or less, most of the 7 remaining; for instance, in II. xxiv 630 
Priam marvelling at the beauty and stature of Achilles, 6acaos ?rlv o6os TE, 'how great and how 
fine he was'. What we do not find is anything like the informal note struck by oTov EEIrres, or 
the undisguised emotional colouring of the opening words of Zeus in the Odyssey---- Trrrol, 
oTov 86 vu OEous P3poroi aiTtocovTal: 'How men find fault with us gods!' (Od. i 32). Locutions 
of this form can be, in their own way, very grand in style-there is no necessary taint of levity. 
Thus the reply of Thetis to her son at II. xviii 95: shedding tears she said CoKCi,opoS 8irl ,IOI 
TEKOS EaEatEa, oT ayopElEtS: 'your life will be short, from what you are saying'. Another 
example: the terrible reply of Achilles to the dying supplication of Hector. 'I wish my heart 
would urge me to chop you up and devour you raw, C&A) 'roTrOTavoP6Evov Kpea e8.EpEVat, oTa 
Eopyas (xxii 347)-such things you have done'. As with fj and puiaAa, such expressions, very 
common indeed in Homeric speech, must surely have been the sort of thing which came 
naturally into the head of the poet, only to be rejected from the narrative as inappropriate. 

Two last examples of this kind. The word Airlv comes 4I times in the poems; 40 times in 
speech, once in narrative. Athena can comment on Aegisthus' doom that it was only too well 
deserved-Kad Airiv KETvos yE EOIKOTI KETral OAEepcp (Od. i 46); Odysseus can compliment 
Demodocus by saying that his song is 'only too true' to the fate of the Achaeans at Troy, Airlv 
yap Ka-ra KOCrapOV 'AXaitc7v oTTov a&iS6Et (Od. viii 489). That perhaps had too much of a tang 
of the colloquial for heroic narrative, dignified though utterances like these two can be. I do not 
want to succumb to the temptation of explaining away counter-examples, but it is worth 
observing that the one exception, Od. xiv 46I, describes Odysseus' unspoken thoughts. He 
wonders if he can get Eumaeus to part with a cloak for him, EwrEi ?o Kf8ErTO Airlv-'since he was 
so much attached to him'. 

We are in a way close to speech here, as we are when Penelope wonders whether her son has 
been murdered by the ivrlcTnrqpacv lEp(ptqaA0dCoT (Od. iv 790), or again whether to appear 
among the PvrcrjTTJpEacrcv UrEpplov CV3ppv EXOUCIV (Od. x 410, cf. also i i33f. and xx 12). Such 
passages, not very numerous-more numerous in the Odyssey than the Iliad-use emotional 

14 W. H. Friedrich, Verwundung und Tod in der Ilias (Gottingen I956) II8. 
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language in a way close to monologue. It is also notable that the second half of the Odyssey seems 
to be much the most fertile part of the poems in such passages, where the narrator slips in a detail 
of the more emotional style. Both the instances of i (Od. xxi 99; xxii 3 I) come in explicitly 
moral asides by the poet, as does the sole use in narrative of the word 0eEpio'Tros, in a hostile 
sketch of the suitor Ctesippus, at Od. xx 287. So too does the single appearance in narrative 
(against 30 in speech) of the word aXX'rAlos: at Od. xxi 28, in a discursive passage which 
connects the bow of Odysseus with the supreme archer Heracles. Iphitus, who entertained 
Heracles in his house, was killed by him-aX'rXtoS, oi8S O E&ov 6'tIV 18) 'aT-r' oV6i 
TpaTrE3av, 'a reckless act, disregarding the vengeance of the gods'. The thought of the theme of 
the Odyssey-violent abuse of hospitality-has led the poet into expressing a strong 
condemnation in his own voice. The word &aTxctOaAial is used only twice in narrative: once in 
the explicit moralising of the proem to the Odyssey (i 7), once in a sketch of another suitor, 
Leiodes (Od. xxi 146 arTaaoaA?iail 8i oi oico I EXepai eaav). It is interesting to have it confirmed 
that in the second half of the Odyssey the heavy moral emphasis of the plot has coloured the 
language, too; the poet has repeatedly yielded to the temptation of open partiality. Another 
striking example is the poet's comment on the good swineherd Eumaeus, as he goes to bed: 

EcOx6S cbOv eviacEv, &avKT?rEcV flriCa EiSbS (Od. xv 557). 

'There he slept, the virtuous swineherd, devoted to his masters'. 

That openly laudatory comment departs widely from the normal reticence of the epic narrator. 
Oddly, the same feeling as with Airv did not attach to aAXi, which is found 17 times in 

speech and I I times in narrative, including such expressions as II. xxii 473: while Andromache 
laments for Hector, &a,pi 5 lIV ya6c a TE Kal EivaTEpES &AIS ECTaV, 'about her stood 
husband's sisters and brothers' wives in plenty'. The difference between the usage of iMv and 
&AIA is so striking that it cannot be accidental: one is avoided in narrative, the other is not. It will 
be hard to think of any reason for this other than a perceived difference of stylistic level and 
nuance between them. The former, I suggest, is felt as emotional, the latter as factual. &aIs 
recorded simply the presence of a considerable quantity, while Aiqv expressed ajudgement on it. 
Two instances of the word in Herodotus bring out the point. Of the stories told by the Greeks of 
the Hellespont about the Thracian Salmoxis, the historian observes 'As for all this I neither 
disbelieve it nor feel very much belief in it', OrET? a&Trci-rco o 0'TE Cv TrtcrCTEU'C T Airtv (iv 96.2), 
a subjective and colloquial usage. But unlike Homer he is also prepared to use the word in a 
context of weighty moral judgment. The horrid fate of the cruel Pheretime shows that 
excessively savage punishments are hated by heaven, at 7Airlv iacxupali rTiicopial rpos Oecov 
E'miy0ovoi yiyvovTal (iv 205). That sentence, which concludes Book iv, is evidently meant to 
be in the high style. The last of this series is the word 6J'rrrS, 'none the less'. Thirty-six 
appearances, and only two of them in narrative; both in Iliad xiv (lines i and 174). Again the 
word is capable of appearing in speeches which are impressive, as when Ajax, preparing for his 
duel with Hector, tells the Achaeans to pray to Zeus, in silence, that the Trojans may not 
overhear them-IE Kai a&(pqpa5ir|v, ETri o0' Tlva 6EI6BLipV EprrqS (II. vii I96) 'or even openly, 
since we fear no-one anyway'. That is well said and like Ajax, but it may be that the nuance of 
defiant emphasis was what made the word unsuitable for narrative, which aimed to achieve its 
effects in another way. 

The best Hellenistic poets did not observe some of these distinctions, it may be remarked. 
Both ?i and pa&Aa are freely used by Callimachus and Apollonius. I cite one example only, of an 
unobtrusive passage in Apollonius, the ethos of which is really un-Homeric. The poet says of the 
Lemnian women 

a &a yap EpIMr|s 
e 6alia Bri ra6TrTaivov ETri 1TNaOvV oppacai TOVTOV 

(Ap. Rhod. i 630-I): 
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'But all the same o very often did they gaze over the wide sea'. 

EiTrrrS, the emphatic word of contradiction, and the emotional if introducing a narrated fact; 
even the word 'often' (O6aa6 comes in Homer eight times in speech, once in narrative: 1TTo0XaoK1 

I5 times in speech, twice in narrative): all these tiny points help Apollonius' description to be 

subjectively coloured, un-Homeric, on the way to the manner of Virgil. An example from 
Callimachus follows. A dozen times in Homer a character says d sEiAE (6EiAoi, SElIAc) to 
another character, in real or ironic sympathy with his suffering. Callimachus in his Hymn to 
Artemis 255 offers ironic commiseration to the barbarian king Lygdamis, who tried to sack the 

goddess's city of Ephesus: & EiAkoS paoai?Ecov, oaov iATrEV, 'Unhappy king, what a mistake he 
made!' The expression of such an emotion in the narrator's own voice suits the tone of a hymn, a 
tone of personal devotion, clearly different from the dispassionate Homeric manner. It is of 
course easy to find examples, in the lyric poets, of an emotional style of narration. Such passages 
of Bacchylides as I6.30 & 5Ci"oi0opoS, & raAalv', oTov EpilcoaTO, and 17.120 qeVU I o'iclliv ?v 

qpovTiol Kvcbaiov I EoXoaC6V acTpaTaYETav, rEi ... are extreme in their 'lyric' style. Less 
obtrusive, but still distinct, are Pindaric passages like Pythian 9.22 (of Cyrene) q TroAXav T?E Kai 

ioauXIov I pouoaiv Eiprivav TrapExouaca TraTpcarp s, or Olympian 13.63 6S T&a 6o9160o S 
ui6v TrOTE ropy6voS fl rr6oA' &aipqi KpouvoIS ndacyaaov 3EUail roOcov e ratv . .. 

These have been examples of kinds of locution, of phrasing, which perhaps seemed to the 

poet to have the wrong feel. I turn now to another set of words, avoided for a different reason. 
This is the set of Xpil, XPrI,a, XPE()co. The word xpii'a is absent from the Iliad altogether; it 
comes 14 times in the Odyssey, 12 times in speech and twice in narrative. Xpi, 'one should', 

appears 55 times in the two epics, but never in narrative. XPElcA) comes 24 times, two of them in 
narrative. The totals for the three words are thus 91 to 4, a very striking disproportion indeed. 
We have already seen that words like OwiS which express a direct moral judgment are avoided 
in the narrative style, and that might seem to explain the absence in that style of Xprl, 'ought'. 
But the marked asymmetry applies to the other words of this family, too, so that a further 
explanation is required. Can it be explained? The absence of Xpfl-a from the Iliad gives a clue. 
The more elevated and the older of the two epics preferred not to admit this very common 
word, and the natural inference is that it was felt to be too prosaic or too ordinary. Even XpEicb, a 
choicer form and more admissible, was felt to be more appropriate, like Xp'l, to the reported 
speech of men than to the impersonal utterance of the bard himself. 

I conclude the general and longer part with a few typical instances of the sort of emotionally 
tinted expression which could be at home only in speech. There are obvious coinages like 
Auccrrapis, KaKoitlos, "Aipos, which exist to convey the emotional attitude of a particular 
speaker at a particular moment. There are words like ouTti5av6o, 'worthless', or oivopap'rS, 
'drunkard', which are used in vehement utterances of contempt, and which form a different 
mode of hostile description from the factual one in which the poet gives us his own account of 
Thersites or Irus. The use of KUCO)V, 'dog', with its relatives KUVCOTrlS and KuvcoT-ra and 
KuvVapuia, to convey scorn for a shameless man or woman or goddess, is another such example 
of a style of reprobation which is left for the angry exchanges of the characters: it would not 
sound right if the narrative were to refer to anyone in that voice. Vigorous metaphors-'you 
would have put on a tunic of stone' (II. iii 57) meaning 'you would have been stoned to death'; 'I 
know how to wield to left and right my tanned ox' (pJov ac3aXArlv), and to 'prance to grim 
Ares', 5rnic,p EATrrEacoeal "Apqt (II. vii 240); 'Achilles has slain pity' (II. xxiv 44): such vivid 
expressions, memorable because they carry with them an attitude, whether contemptuous or 
ironic or angry, are a resource to the poet of a characteristically different sort from his own main 
style. Even verbs can have this aspect: when we hear that the coward, when serving in an 
ambush, pETrOKXaC3EI (II. xiii 28I), shifts from one of his haunches to the other in the restlessness 
of fear, or when Athena assures Achilles that this time Hector's doom is certain, and Apollo 
cannot save him however much he goes through, rolling to and fro at the feet of Father Zeus 
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(TrrpoTrrpoKuAiv866EvoS TrraTpos Ai6S aiyi6Xolo, II. xxii 221), the rare compound verbs, like 
TcrlaKu30opai, to glower in resentment, never used in narrative, carry the vigorous bite of the 

speaker's scorn. 
Similar observations can be made about other grammatical categories, for instance the 

superlative form of the adjective. It is no great surprise to find that clearly evaluative and 
emotional words like EXo1taroS 'most hateful', and picATaTroS 'most dear', are commoner in the 
speech of the characters than in the narrative (respectively 3 to I, the exception being the 
unusually explicit passage on Thersites which says of him 'He was most hateful to Achilles and to 
Odysseus', EXOtcrroS 6' 'AXiAti IuaAiatcr' fv i8' - 'O8ucrat, II. ii 220, and 22 to 5, two of the five 
being repetitions in narrative of phrases which also occur in speech-II. vi 9 = vi 272, and II. xvii 
441=xvii 655). The same is true of words meaning 'most pitiful' or 'most shameful', 
oiKTpOTaT]rV, OIKTIoTOV, EAEyXloiTOV; so too aivoTaTro, 'most terrible', occurs twelve times 
in speech and only once (II. xiv 389) in narrative. It is more striking to discover that even 
apparently objective words like 'biggest', 'tallest', 'strongest', 'youngest', show the same 
tendency in a marked degree. The word vecbraTro occurs six times, and only once in narrative, 
of the young Trojan prince Polydorus, son of Priam: 

TOV 6' OU -r Tl Torip EiCaaKE XaXEcOal, 
oVVEKa oi rETa Tralc'i VECOITa-TOS EaKE y6voio, 
Kai oi qiXra-ros CeoKE (II. xx 408-10). 

'His father would not let him fight, because he was the youngest of his children and the one 
he loved best'. 

That passage, which also includes one of the rare appearances in the narrative mode of the 
superlative 9iXaToraro, is deliberately pathetic, introducing the poignant episode of Polydorus' 
killing. KapTtaros appears I times in speech, only once (II. xxi 253, in a simile) in narrative; 

E'y-ylaTos comes 21 times in speech in the Iliad and only once in narrative, in the description of 
the garment offered by the women of Troy to Athena, 

6s KAAcT"ro05 ?flV rTOIKiA2acnv 8S pjyiTcros (vi 294) 

'it was the best embroidered and the biggest' (cf. vi 90o and vi 271, both in speech). 
Characteristic uses of the superlative are such lines of Nestor as his description of the Lapiths: 

KapTIraTOit pEvV EcaV Kai KapTirTOIS Ep6:aXOVTO (II. i 267) 

'Mightiest of men were they, and with the mightiest they fought', 
or his comment on Ereuthalion: 

TOV 8Si p|1iKIoaTOV Kal KapTirTOV KTaVOV av6pa (II. vii I55) 
'He was the tallest and strongest man I ever slew'. 

It seems that the superlative involves a claim, and so an emotional attitude, which the narrator 
prefers to avoid. The one apparently surprising objection I have found is the word apiaros, 
'best'. That word comes, in the Odyssey, 59 times in speech and I6 in narrative, but in the Iliad 
the figures are respectively 52 and 79. That means that the asymmetry characteristic of other 
superlatives is not found with this common and important word. The explanation, I think, is 
that aplaTos is very often not felt as a superlative, especially in battle scenes, where &aplaros 
and apti-TOi regularly mean 'leader' and 'fighters'. The verb apiac-Euco and the noun a&ptcaTes 
confirm this, both from the formal point of view, in that the formation of a verb from a 
superlative is an unusual thing,15 and also because these words normally mean no more than 

15 The history and relation of these words are not clear, cf. Frisk, Griechisches etymologisches Worterbuch, s.v. 
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'fight bravely' and 'warrior'. The Odyssey, which contains so much less in the way of battle- 
scenes, accordingly has very different figures. 

My purpose in all this has been twofold. First, to illustrate the complexity and richness of 
Homeric language, and to indicate the keenness and the pervasiveness in the poems of subtle and 

perceptive distinctions. That point will lead to the final section, an account of the language of 
Achilles and Agamemnon. Secondly, to suggest that the language of Homer is a less uniform 

thing than some oralists have tended to suggest. Sometimes the sensibilities of the reader of some 

productions of that school are grated by the assumption that Homer had only one way of saying 
things, and that his task was done when he hehad made his verses scan: with a dutiful reference at 
the end to the 'dignity' or the 'elevation' of Homeric style. There have always been Latinists in 
the world who feel that they have produced a satisfying note on the name Amphitryoniades at 
Aeneid viii 103, when they observe that Hercules would not scan in the hexameter, and so Virgil 
found himself obliged to say Amphtiryoniades instead.16 That is surely to be regarded as an 

explanation, or even as a comment, on a very humble level, and we should all be anxious not to 

give the impression of saying just that about Homer. We may compare the notorious statement 
of Parry,17 that 'in the choice of the generic epithet the poet was guided by considerations of 
versification, and in no way by sense'. More than half of the epics consists of speech, and that 

very large part of the poems has important distinctions of vocabulary, and of style, from the rest. 
The phenomena are not to be over-simplified. 

After this double barrage of statistics and polemic we come in conclusion to the language of 
Achilles. Originally I had hopes of illuminating the vexed question whether Achilles can 

properly be said to 'abuse' the language of heroism: an idea launched in a brilliant paper by 
Adam Parry which has aroused much interest. It emerged in the course of writing this paper that 
the idea was not really a possible one. The objections were put in elegantly short compass by 
Michael Reeve18 to Parry's notion of language being abused so as to express the contrary of its 
normal sense: those objections stand, and it would be idle to enlarge upon them. I shall instead 
conclude on a provocative note with a few more detailed points and one last generalisation. The 
latter first. It seems to me a priori perfectly possible that the Homeric poems give to different 
speakers characteristically different locutions. That is suggested as a possibility by the extent to 
which they distinguish speech itself from narration. It is confirmed by the evident fact of interest, 
within the poems, in different styles of speech. Antenor describes to Priam (II. iii 209) the 
contrasting eloquence of Menelaus and Odysseus: the compressed but forceful utterance of 
Menelaus, the grand and voluble speech of Odysseus. That shows a theoretical interest, in the 
light of which it is not fanciful to see the speeches in Iliad ix of Odysseus, Phoenix and Ajax as 
deliberately contrasting in style. Nor is the utterance of Ajax, say, interchangeable with that of 
Nestor. 

In 1978 an article by P. Friedrich and J.M. Redfield appeared, under the intriguing title 
'Speech as a Personality Symbol the Case of Achilles'.19 The authors found nine distinctive 
features in Achilles' speech, which they compared with the speeches made by others in his 
presence. None of them related to the presence or absence of particular words in his vocabulary: 
they related to richness of detail (the sceptre, II. i 234-9; his lock of hair, xxiii 144-51), 

cumulative imagery (ix 378-86, the gifts of Agamemnon), hypothetical images worked out in 
detail ('I shall sail tomorrow', ix 356; hypothetical rewards promised to Aeneas by Priam, xx 179 

ff.), richness in similes, 'poetic directness' ('Let me die at once', xviii 98), 'explicit statement of 
the theme "the warrior is a wild beast"' (xxii 262 ff.) and of cannibalism (xxii 364), frequency of 

16 'Virgil was metrically obliged to use some kind of 19 P. Friedrich and J. M. Redfield in Language liv 
periphrasis', Gransden on Aeneid viii 103. (1978) 263-88. The strengthless objections of G. M. 

17 The Making of Homeric Verse: collected papers of Messing, ibid. lvii (1981) 888-go900, are rightly brushed 
Milman Parry (Oxford 1971) 149. aside by the authors, ibid. lvii (1981) 901-3. It was 

18 M. D. Reeve, 'The language of Achilles', CQ xxiii Joseph A. Russo who drew my attention to this article. 
(I973) I93-5. 
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asyndeton and of extended vocatives, conveying strong emotion, frequency of 'emotive 
particles', i and 68i, with greater frequency of Iol than TOi, and rarer use of av, suggesting that 
Achilles 'is keenly aware of others but careless of their feelings and dominant over them'. The 
article is an interesting one, of which it has seemed worth while to give an account because it 
appeared in a journal not constantly in the hands of the Homerist. It makes the point that 
disciples of Milman Parry have tended to concentrate too narrowly on the choice of epithets, and 
to pay too little attention to such features as 'the general shape of utterances, the use of rhetorical 
devices, and the choice of particles'. 

Such a conclusion is important and timely, and much of the substance of the paper seems to 
me to be very suggestive, though some of it is rather more vaguely formulated than is ideally 
desirable, and some of the features which are not paralleled in the chosen control group of 
speeches are by no means unique to Achilles.20 From a different angle it is, I think, possible to 
add some substance to the impression naturally formed in reading, and to some extent confirmed 
by Friedrich and Redfield. 

The Appendix to this paper lists words which occur only in the speeches of Achilles, and (as a 
control) those which appear only in the speeches of Agamemnon. The vocabulary of Achilles is 
much richer and more interesting, as we should expect. Achilles is the most impressive user of 
language in the Iliad, while Agamemnon king of men at important moments in the plot makes 
speeches which are both demoralising and repetitive (Iliad ii I Io ff., ix I7 f., xiv 74 ff.), while the 
reconciliation with Achilles leaves him inarticulate and floundering (xix 78 ff.), and in reply to 
the chivalrous gesture of Achilles in presenting him, at the funeral games, with a prize hors 
concours, he can say nothing at all (xxiii 890 ff.).21 It comes as no surprise that the words which he 
alone uses include aTroTrivco 'pay back', &aypacTros 'without a prize', aKTrlwcov and &a?ios, 
words for poverty, and 8coTivrl 'a gift': for Agamemnon is very keen on possessions. He would 
have exacted a great ransom for Priam, had he known he was in Achilles' tent (xxiv 654, 687). 
The words TroAuPo-rTal and TroA?pprIvES, expressive of wealth, come under the same 
heading, as does the wealthy word pacOuAE?iov-all three applied to the cities he offers to 
Achilles as a recompense, in the vain attempt to make them sound attractive. He also expresses 
by his vocabulary his anxieties about his status: paaiCEAVTEpos is his word for himself, only used 
by another speaker once, when Achilles flings it back at him (ix 392). He alone uses 85UKAKEtS, 
on both occasions applying it hypothetically to himself-the historic humiliation which he 
fears. Its opposite, E6UKxEirI, is similarly used by him alone. He hopes he will teach Achilles or 
anybody else not to try to rival him-Taov ?Eoi 9paceal Kai oioco)OflL9Eval CVT-rV (i i 87)-the 
second verb is used only by him in the Iliad. He alone speaks of a 7TrpEaC3liov 'gift of honour', 
characteristically informing Teucer that the latter is doing well, as he should, and repaying his 
father for bringing him up, bastard though he is, in his own house: 'If Zeus and Athena allow me 
to sack Troy, I shall give a gift of honour to you first after myself' (viii 283 ff.).22 He advises his 
brother not to bear himself proudly, pIr8n5 PeyaAi3Eo OUePO (x 69), but to address each officer 
courteously by name-'that is the harsh destiny which Zeus imposed on us at our birth'. 
MEyaciE3o is another unique word, from which Agamemnon's obsessive concern peeps out. 
More interesting, however, is Achilles. 

20 There are things to criticise. The statement that begins CbS o0VK ECTTI A0UI Kai av8paaiv opKia 
Achilles does not make limiting distinctions disregards TrcarTa (xxii 262), which presumably makes a rather 
xviii Io5 if. The uniqueness of his 'realising a hypotheti- different point. The problem with a lot of this is the 
cal image', as at xx 179 ff., is illusory: see for instance choice of too narrow a control-the speeches of 
Hector's account of Andromache's destiny after his Achilles need to be compared, in some respects, with the 
death, or Andromache's of the fate of her orphan child, other utterances in the poem as a whole. As for 
or Priam's of his own (vi 447 if., xxii 487 ff., xxii 59 if.); cannibalism, compare iv 34 if. and xxiv 212. 
even in his presence we hear a hypothetical account of 21 See D. Lohmann, Die Komposition der Reden in der 
the consequences of the sack of the city of Meleager (ix Ilias (Berlin I970) 76 n. 133. 
59I if.). The theme 'the warrior is a wild beast', if it is 22 'Quite characteristic of the arrogant style of the 
rightly so called, is developed at least as clearly by man,' observes P. Cauer, NeueJahrb. (I900) 607. 
Menelaus at xvii I9 if. as by Achilles, who after all 
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It is surely striking that the particle of asseveration C1a is used only three times in the Iliad (it 
comes once in the Odyssey), and on all three occasions it is Achilles who uses it. He reassures 
Calchas, swearing by Apollo-ou' pa yap 'AiroAJcova Ali (i?Aov-that no king will threaten 
him, 'not even if you speak of Agamemnon' (i 86). He swears by Agamemnon's inherited 
sceptre that all the Achaeans will regret their unjust treatment of him (i 234). He swears by 
Zeus-ou Cox Zifv', S s T-r TE EEoV OiUTrTOS Kai aplTpi-ros-that while Patroclus lies unburied 
he will not wash the blood from his own body (xxiii 43). The unique intensity of his 

temperament and his speech is reflected in that usage. He alone in the Iliad talks of speaking 
'bluntly', 'straight out', &rrTIAeyEco (ix 309). I remark here that as Telemachus in the Odyssey 
once swears in the vehement manner of Achilles (Od. xx 339), so he is given the only instance of 
the word aTrr \EYEcoS in that poem (Od. i 373). suspect that the Odyssey poet has actually tried 
to borrow for his Telemachus some traits from the supreme hero of the greater epic, a suspicion 
confirmed by the curious echo, in Odyssey Book ii, of the cs seelebrated scene where Achilles flung 
down Agamemnon's sceptre: Telemachus ends his speech to the men of Ithaca by throwing 
down the sceptre and bursting into tears.23 The Achilles who speaks 'straight out' is also alone in 
the Iliad in expressing violent hatred for any man who does not say what he thinks-'I hate that 
man like the gates of hell . . .' ix 312: the phrase, like the sentiment, does not recur in the Iliad. 

A count of the number of words used only by Achilles, and of those used only by 
Agamemnon, produced totals of o11, for Achilles and 58 for Agamemnon: they are listed in the 

Appendix. The two speak respectively 823 and 588 lines, that is to say the expected relationship 
between them is 714 per cent. More important than the mere total is the fact that the words 
which each has to himself are in various ways different. Achilles has such violent words as 

aTro8EipoTOit|r1caco, aTroOAi1X'JibCTOVTai (of fishes licking the wounds of Lycaon), acTro:ilviav- 
ToS, aKEEAECO, Po3 ipckdeTIs, E(TTIKU ) .VTal, Sipu piEcov, lpriviiiPO, cKus8paivcA), UTrep- 
orApriolat. He has for the objects of his hostility a battery of abuse unrivalled in the Homeric 
poems: rCIopI opos, KTVVEOS , KoVi 3Trpes, ivotapE plyE8avrS, (ipAOKTEavOcX-aTE. He alone 
in the Iliad uses the words avalEerln (and avai5lEs, of a person) and u(3pos.24 He alone uses the 
violent word spperTo, and he uses it twice. The words euiaAyxs and Quvaprs are only used of 
and about him-the griefs that pain his heart, the woman who pleased it but whom 
Agamemnon has taken away.25 He alone uses 'bloody' in a metaphorical sense-the 'bloody 
days' of which he complains, the 'bloody war' which he refuses in Book ix but longs for in Book 
xix.26 'You will tear your own heart', he says to Agamemnon. He calls himself'a burden to the 

earth'; his friends call him aivap,TT|S, 'one whose prowess is accursed'.27 Such extreme and 
vehement language is without parallel, as is the word Travacobpios 'utterly doomed before my 
time', which he uses of himself, and the worduses of himself, and the word erplTOT, 'unhappy motof ther of the 
greatest of heroes', which Thetis uses of herself because of him.28 

It is remarkable that nobody other than Achilles uses the phrases 'three and four times as 
much' and 'ten and twenty times as much': it is natural to see in that the ebullition of his unique 
temperament, violent and uninterested in profit. 'The Achaeans will repay you Tplr?rr 
TETpaTrAm; TE', he says to Agamemnon, if you acquiesce in parting with Chryseis. The 

23 Compare Od. ii. 80 with II. i 245 and i T ad loc: behaving like Achilles. ix 336, of Agamemnon's act: 
and my Homer on Life and Death (n. 12) 12. The ?XEi 8' a&xoXov OuvapEa. Achilles is begged to subdue 
comparison was already made in antiquity. his great eupos, ix. 496. 

24 cval6eirlV ?TrrieiwEve, i i49 and ix 372-not, it is 26 ipaTa 8 acipaToVTa iTrprcrcov oAV3iwcv, 
worth observing, in an identical line; 6c p?y' otvaiSES, ix 326; ou yap Trrpiv TrroEo0o 0 Eieraooa ai ciaaT6oEv- 
i 158. uVpPs, i 203 and 214 (Athena accepts Achilles' ToS, ix 650; xix 313. 
term). 27 aiV 8' ?'v8oOl ?Upo6v aJtvEIS, i 243: only here is 

25 ?Tri VIUci xoAov OupacAy?a earei, iv 153; this rare verb used in a non-literal sense. ax0os 
TravE', Ea 6E XoXov OuipaAyea, ix 260; Trpiv y' aTro apoups, xviii 104. aivapiTnS, xvi 3'. 
Tracrav Fpoi So6XsEval eupaAyEa Ac?B3riv, ix 387. At ix 28 Travacoptos, xxiv 540; (a) Poi EyoA 8EIAT, CZ POI 

505 T" 0 ye TrapKaTeAeKTO XoAov eUWAyEa 8uoapiOTOTOKEia, xviii 54. She also says that she is 
TrrEcrCov is said of Meleager, when he is described as aiva TEKOUOa, i 414: also unique. 
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generosity of that offer is brought out curiously by the comparison with what Athena says to 
Achilles: dissuading him from striking Agamemnon dead, the goddess assures him, more 
cautiously, that 'three times the recompense' will one day come to him, if he is patient. The 
Achilles to whom it came naturally to talk in less exact and more resounding terms is the Achilles 
who will be above the level of haggling with Agamemnon or with Priam at the end of the poem. 
He goes even further. Even if the offer of compensation from the King were ten and twenty 
times as great, he still would not touch it: even if the Trojans were prepared to ransom Hector's 
corpse ten and twenty times over, he still would not let it go. No other Homeric speaker needs to 
use such words, because no other says such things.29 

Along with the violent language goes a vein of the opposite, as his character combines 
violence and exorbitance with the gentleness which spared Trojan captives and respected the 
armour of Eetion.30 Achilles excels all other characters in the Iliad in the number of similes 
which he utters in his speeches.31 They are not only more numerous but also more extended 
than is normal. Of the five which are developed beyond a single line, two refer to his passionate 
anger, but three to helpless young creatures. Anger, X6AoS, is sweeter than honey as it swells in 
the breast, he says in a moment of reflection; in his rage he tells Hector that there can be no more 
talk of agreements or conventions between them than between men and lions, or between sheep 
and wolves. The other side of his character is seen when he compares himself, harassed by the 
river, to a helpless boy, minding the flocks, who is cut off and drowned in a mountain torrent; 
the weeping Patroclus to a little girl in tears, plucking at her mother's skirt and hoping to be 
picked up; and his own role in the Achaean army to the hard-worked and hungry mother bird, 
who brings morsels to her unfledged young 'while she herself fares ill'.32 Those images have in 
common a tenderness, an eye for the helpless and the vulnerable, which cannot be paralleled in 
the speech of anybody else in Homer. A touch in Achilles' language which perhaps is analogous 
is his effective use of the phrase 6Aiyov T? 9qiAov TE at i I67: the apparently simple but moving 
phrase ('small, but my own') is proverbial, according to Kirk ad loc. It comes once more in 
Homer, at Od. vi 208. It is surprising that it should be so rare. As an extreme instance of the range 
of utterance in the poems one might take the long speeches of Nestor: in that equable stream of 
flowing eloquence the idiosyncratic and intense similes of Achilles would be as out of place as the 
vehement instances of asyndeton.33 

A last feature of Achilles' speech, no less important, is his tendency to invoke distant places 
and resounding names,34 lines which, in extreme contrast with the staccato which characterises 
some of his utterances, open out into a spacious rhythm which goes with a vision of places far 
removed from the battle-ground of Troy or the crowded assembly of the Achaeans. 'The 
Trojans have not done me any harm: they have never ravaged my crops': 

oV8E wrOT' Ev ODirT 'pip3cbcaKt p3ooTiavEip 
Kap-Trv 655TIA7cavT, TrEi ffi pAxa TroAAa P(IETcaU 
oupea -rE TKiov-Tcra aAcaaa- TE TJXc6jaaa- 
aAA&X CTOI, c& pEy' avaiSEs, ap' Erw6pEO', 6opa aU xaips, 
TIJTrlV apvJipEvoi MvEXAac croi TE, KuvVrTra ... (i I55-9). 

29 TpTr?x TETpaTrri, TE, i 128; Kai wOTE' TOl TpiS 31 Similes in speeches, cf. C. Moulton, Similes in the 
Toaaa iTapEacETai ayAcaax 8copa, i 213. Cf. xix 146- Homeric Poems (G6ttingen 1977) 1oo. 
8, xxiv 578, 654 ff., 686-8. BEK&KIS TE Kai EiKOCaKlS, 32 xviii i IO, xxii 262, xxi 282, xvi 7, ix 323. The 
ix 379; xxii 349. The Odyssey emulates this, at Od. xxii speeches in Book ix are well discussed by Lohmann (n. 
60 if: EupuipaX', ou6I [e ol TaTrpcb)la Tr6ravT &TroSoT- 21) 240. 
TrE ... Eustathius remarks on that passage (1919. 22): OU 33 This term, as Friedrich and Redfield find, is not 
iroXA?flv OUTrEppoAf3 v XEi1, 'the hyperbole is not great'; easy to define satisfactorily. An extreme instance, ix 
he compares the utterances of Achilles and concludes 364-77, with E T on 374, EPtpavT1KcOTEpol yivovTaL 
that Homer tones down the exaggeration 'in accordance oi Xoyoi Oaaccrov BslKOTTTOPIEVOl' EV youv 8' crTiXOis 
with the quality of the characters', T'' TCrV r'poCrcb-rcov 1r' dIcrtv aUcroTrXeTS cTriypai, and R. von Scheliha, 
TolQIOT'Ti cU'uIPpoTp6d31s KCa T6O Cerppa3Aov T'rS Patroklos (Basel 1943) 174. 

860E)S. 34 See Homer on Life and Death (n. 2) 75 f. 30 xxi Ioo ff., cf. xxiv i56-8; vi 417. 
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The passage is highly characteristic of Achilles. The speech opened with the word cob ,ol, 
avcxaiirv E'lEtlEve-- an expression, as we have seen, unique to this speaker, both in the abstract 
noun and also in the sense. Then there is the sudden turn from violent personalities to the wide 
inhuman vista of distant places: Phthia is dwelt upon with two long compound adjectives (to 
achieve this effect Achilles adds to the formulaic EplpcbaKI an epithet which occurs only here in 
the two epics), bringing out its fertility, then the beautiful verse which expresses the great 
distance and empty spaces of land and sea which now separate Achilles from his fertile home 
land, again ending with a word unique in the Iliad. After that timeless moment, in which the 
movement of the poem stands still, the hero plunges back into his violent and insulting style- 
line I58, in extreme contrast with the unbroken pace of 157, falls into four abrupt cola, and we 
hear words as unique to Achilles as pcoTiavEipT) and rTXi67Caa but of a very different kind- 

ava8iSE, KuvcoVra-and an unparalleled construction too. The adverbial pi'ya with a simple 
adjective, rare in itself (three instances in the Iliad, three in the Odyssey), is unique in Homer with 
a vocative: the nuance perhaps was colloquial. 

The rhythm ofi 157 resembles that of another unforgettable line of Achilles. Over the body 
of Iphition the son of Otryntes he cries 'You are down, most violent of men ... Here is your 
death, though you were born by the Gygaean Lake, by the Hyllus rich in fish and the Hermus 
with its whirlpools', 

KEloCai, 'OTpuVTl-a8rt, TwaVT'rcV eKTrayTXO6aT' v6Sp7v 
evaSE rTOt eavaTros, yEvE & Toi rr' EoTrri Ai[iviV 

ruyairi, 6Q1 TOI Tr EEVOS rraT-pcblv EcrTv, 
"YAAcO ?Ti' iXOu6EVTI Kai "Epicp 51VT?EVTI (xx 389-92). 

The hero achieves a note of dispassionate pathos like that which the poet himself often strikes in 
the recording of the death of a warrior,35 but the last of these four lines, with its massive epithets 
symmetrically spaced as the mind contemplates these serene and distant waters, is characteristic 
of the speaker Achilles. Something similar happens in the next book. Achilles has killed 
Asteropaeus, who boasted of being the son of a river-god. Over his corpse he claims to be the 
superior of any river's son, sprung as he is from Zeus: 

TCA) KpElaCAC)V PV ZEVZUS TOTapocA)V a`lXJUpTJEVTCA)V 

KpEioacov :aVTE AiOS yEVErI TrOTaotlo TETUKTal. 

Kai yap o0oi TroTap1os yE Trapa .'EyaS, Ei s8UVaTra T 

XpalacrpTv aAA' OUK EcTr Ail Kpovicovi pdtaXCOatl, 
TCA) OVUS KpEi'cV 'AXE7Ocbos iO79oqapi3?E, 
oUS EpaeuppEiTao pEiya (0?Evos 'QKEaVOTO, 

?E oUi TrEp TravTES TroTapoi Kai 1wacra eaAaccra 
Ka Trracat Kprval Kal qppEiaTa piaKpa vaoucOiv (xxi 190-7). 

Of the two massive epithets, aA|luupr?lVTcov recurs once in the Odyssey, while paOuppEiTao is 
unique in both epics: they have a family resemblance to P3corTavEipT) and qIXTiCaa, individual 
and imposing words for the great features of the natural world. The passage begins as a jeer, 
uttered in triumph, EOX6Oievos, like that over the body of Iphition, or indeed like the attack on 
the shameless Agamemnon: Asteropaeus' boasted descent from a river was no use to him in the 
event, any more than the river Scamander, beside which he was slain, could aid him. But the 
thought of the rivers is developed: the mighty Achelous, the vast and deep flowing stream of 
Ocean (a timeless and motionless line), all the natural waters of the world. The rare words, the 
distant perspective, the moment of rest in a context of violence: these are characteristic of the 
utterance of Achilles. 

The episode which precedes the killing of Asteropaeus is that of Lycaon. He too is slain by 
Achilles, who throws his body into the river, and speaks in triumph: 
35 On Homer's 'obituaries' see ibid., 103 ff. 
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Kal o1 E rTTrEXO6PVOS ETra 'rTTEpOEVT ayOpEuEv' 
'EvTauvoT vUv KElCO, PET iXeJCjV, oi 

' 
C TElXiV 

aTpi' a'rrotxiXlPjcOVTaTl &KriSEES' ouSE aE pClT'rlp 
EvOePvrI AEXE'EoaC yOToaETalc, A?X&a K'Kapiav8pos 

oi0CTl 5IVrE61S Ei'CA aAoS EupEo KATTOV . . . (xxi 121-5). 

'Lie there among the fishes: they will lick the blood from your wound, uncaring. Your mother 
shall not lay you out and lament you, but the swirling Scamander shall carry you into the broad 
bosom of the sea.' Again we find the same transition: from the cruel taunt of the victor, in this 
case particularly savage, to the broad rhythm and dispassionate perspective of the movement of 
the waters. It is remarkable, too, that Achilles develops the idea of the lost wealth of Troy at 

greater length and with more moving fullness of detail,just in this manner, even than Hector. In 
Book xviii Hector says 'Once men called Priam's city rich in gold and rich in bronze, but now 

many fine treasures are lost to us, and many possessions have been sold and gone to Phrygia and 
fair Maeonia, since great Zeus was angry with us' (xviii 288-92). Achilles says to Priam 'You 
too, old king, we hear were prosperous once: of all that are enclosed between Lesbos out to sea 
and Phrygia inland and the boundless Hellespont, of all they say that you were most blessed in 
wealth and in sons': 

Kai C?, yEpov, TO wrpiV Pv aKOUOpEV O6A3iov ETvar 
Oaaov A/cIpos &vco), MaKocpos Esos, EVTOS EEpyEl, 

Kao ()puyir KaeOTTEpOE, KOCi 'EAiXXTovTos a&Xripcov, 
TCA)V CSE, yEpOV, TrAOUTc T?E Kati uJaal )aCi KEKaCXOa (xxiv 543-6). 

The boundless Hellespont is a typically Achillean detail, which colours the whole with that 
recurrent contrast between the sufferings of men and the serenity of the great waters. 

He it is who invokes Zeus as god of Dodona, dwelling afar, served by strange priests: 

ZsEi ava, Aco5covalE, 11EoAaoyiKEK, TTAOl vaicov, 
Aco)8cbvrs PESEEcovV 6VuCXE6iPpou' a6pp1i 5E 2eAAXo 
ooi vaiouc' UTToyrQTal aviTTO'TrOSS XcXapaClOVali (xvi 234-6). 

TrAo60l is a word particularly attracted to Achilles-of its seven appearances in the Iliad three are 
in his mouth, the others being his bitter statements that Patroclus died far from home, in need of 
his absent friend, and that Peleus has only one son, doomed to die all too soon, who is not taking 
care of the old man but sitting at Troy, far from home, bringing grief on Priam and his sons. A 
fourth occurrence is the sorrowing of Thetis for her son, who was soon to die at Troy, far from 
home.36 Apart from that word, the invocation of Zeus of Dodona is full of long and unusual 
epithets-a&vTrT6TrOBES and XapIalEvvalt never recur in Homer, while 58uo)x(6IPpou is used 

only once elsewhere, again of Dodona (ii 750)-and dwells lingeringly on the special features of 
a remote and exotic place, the shrine of Achilles' distant home. His spear comes from the high 
slopes of Mount Pelion; his appearance on the edge of the battlefield, glorified by Athena, is like 
a distant fire seen over the sea, T196O0EV K VrCYoU.37 

Achilles is often to be found alone on the sea-shore. There he calls on his mother to attend to 
his grievance: 

acJTCp 'AXIXXAAUs 
SaKpUcaaS ETapcov apap 3ETro v6O9l AtaoOeis, 
OTv' ?9p' aXAos oAXifs, O6p6ov ETT &TrEipova TrOVTOV (i 349-51). 

There he lies weeping for Patroclus, 

Ev KacOpCo, 6o1 KuIaT' EqT' fIOVOS KA'u3ECKOV (xxiii 6i). 
36 xvi 243, xviii 99, xxiv 541, xxiv 86. Pnuco EiVEKa plyEBavrs EAEvris Tpcoaiv -TOoAE- 
37 xvi 144, xviii 208. Cf. xix 324 6 8' a&XoSaTrc ?vi Jivl o. 
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There he wanders alone, sleepless, thinking of his dead friend, 

TOTE 5 '6pOS avaaras 'ro-rE B' 6p065 & vacxrars 
l8VEuECaK' a&uxvv Trapa eiv' a6o (xxiv II-I2).38 

That is appropriate to the son of a sea-goddess, who feels himself alone among men. It also suits 
that solitariness that his perspective on human life is the deepest and the truest, as we learn from 
his speech to Priam in Book xxiv. The ability to rise beyond the immediate confines of the action 
and to the contemplation of distant places-ancient Orchomenus and Egyptian Thebes, 
hundred-gated, and rocky Pytho with its treasures, and the river Spercheius which he will never 
see again, and Phthia with its deep soil (when does Agamemnon or Menelaus speak of the soil of 
his homeland?) and Sipylus, where Niobe is turned to stone, and the island of Scyros, where his 
son may be dead for all he knows-once, indeed, he thought that Patroclus would take the boy 
to Phthia, when Achilles was dead, and show him all his possessions.39 

That it is Achilles whose speech is really different is of course not an accident. The Iliad 
needed to have an exceptional hero at its centre, for the plot to work: a hero not merely quick to 
take offence, which is not an exceptional quality, but on the one hand so passionate in his heroism 
that he will not accept, as the price of his co-operation, the sort of restitution which other heroes 

accept as normal;40 and on the other hand capable of a humanity which prevents him from 

being a monster or a villain, a figure with whom the audience could not sympathise. The moral 

complexity of the plot, which is truly tragic, demanded a complex Achilles. It is therefore no 

surprise that the Achilles of the Iliad actually is exceptional, and that his speech reflects that. The 
aim of this part of this paper has been to confirm that it really is so, and to show part of the way in 
which it is achieved. 

JASPER GRIFFIN 
Balliol College, Oxford 

38 Cf also xix 40, and W. Elliger, Landschaft in 326 if. 
griechischer Dichtung (Berlin 1975) 67. 40 Clear especially from ix 5 I if., ix 628 ft., ix 645 f. 

39 ix 381 if., ix 405, xxiii 142 ff., i I55, xxiv 6I5, xix 
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APPENDIX 

(a) Words which occur in the speeches of Achilles but not elsewhere in the Iliad. Words which do not 
occur in the Odyssey are underlined. 

This list is of limited significance. Chance must play a role, not quantifiable, in such matters; and at 
least as significant as unique words are special usages of words, such as Achilles' metaphorical use of 
aiLarTo6Ei and his unparalleled usage of &lapiacrco. So also are phrases like his vivid a&Xos capovpqS. 
But such things involve too much subjective judgment for 'pure' statistics. 

a~Epy6s 
aiKC;jS 
aKj2TIVOS 
aKOVTlCT1jS 

caWIIJvprEv-rCAv 

CXaLpqIESiVflTai 
ava6O19~aEl 
aT-Ml9EY'ECOS 
azTro8ElP0TOP.L11cro 

QTrhl~~OAiXII1aV 

a-rro-rrAE'tcoro alrrov,aroia 

apEKTOV 

aaKE?\ECOC5 

aviTl-vovs 
acp'nrTOP0S 

P P60als 
PPCOTI, S 

1pc-riavdisg 
I8 CoTaEiT 8ccyrsE6~ 

5EiAr) 
8EKa'Kis 

5rwiop6pos 
BIKaaTrro'Aot 

8OVP1KTTIh' 

EyyEivopaI 
EiKOaaKlS 
EiKOalVflplpTa 

EKa-rOyXElpOV 
EKat-ro -rrvToi 

EK-rray4o6TaTE 

iv8ivc~.w 
EvopXa 
EVTaUveoO 

E8lxol(Eal 
E7TayaAOI.kEvoS 
ETratTios 
E-TTEKXAC'xcyavTo 

ETrIUTK13covTa1 

E~qvpp'cAv 

3cOP6TEPOV 

*ilXllEaaa 
[evtiaAyE'a] 
evpapr'ca 
Kapos 
Ka-ra?AEII3opEVOlO 
Ka-raATeoOpai 
KTrEaTIOaaa 

KTr)TOI 
KVVEOS 

kniacr'iT 
ACOf3r1TO'S 
p6 
cTjaaraKa 

PEeOpPlOeEI's 

PE-rad-rravacA) 

PE-Ta-TpoiTaAt13EO 
I.ETroXAiaaEtE 

OVEIPOcroS 

6AIT13pai 

6p6qpOva 
6vElp6lTAoSO 

&rriCopa 

-rra?kihAoya 
-rraAtp-rr\ayXeEvras 
7trcxvcxcopios 
-rravaCA)PIOS 

lTaptaxEo 
-ti,eos 

TrOAUSaKPVTOS 

rroaafiPap 
TTOTIVIaCaETaI 

cjyE8avis 
crKvI8paLVCA) 
cvvTlpoauvaS 

ovTpopf6s 
-rT19EKAV-ro's 

Topir3lTc 

TpOlTaIx~l 

lJTrEpoTrr)l'l 
UTOcpflfTai 
(PI?OKrEavcoT,aTrE 

XaAKO'TUTrOs 

(b) Words which occur in the speeches of Agamemnon but not elsewhere in the Iliad 

a&PPOTa~OI.EV 
'appo-r, r pr: aOp6Trn 

cyEpaa-ros 
cSa6al paa-ros 
&KTavpCrov 

ah~hKTilpwv 

a cATos 
a-rr-po-ripa(3-To 

a&qpoaCvn1l 
Paetv'AEipov 
Iac,acrXoivov 

[poaalAEOi-rEpoSj2 
acT-rpo'v 

1 Cf. P. 52 

br:Ka's 
billvc-a 
8oAop~poarvrl 
8paivc 
BVaK;kE'a 

EV8EI'opai 

ETrlaaTEqcEas 
ETr7TTI8ES 
EVK\Einq 

EvrrpJ2voI 
EcPEaTlOI 
~Aro\iTO[rVOV 

OupET-rpa 
2 Cf- P. 5 

KEvavJXEES 

KOVPOTEpocli 
KP11YIJOV 

AT-rrapoTrAoKIaopto 

pEyaA'i3EO 

pETa4ppaaopEaea 

oiVoX(jolo 

oOcp 

-rrapaciaal 

TrrcIacIA)aV 
TrrEplColov 

Tr'1lyo1Js 

-moxv,ppilvEs 

TrPEcY~I3iOV 
TrPOOTflaas5 

rTTCrWaKa3cO 
coya;AEov 

o-rrap-ra 
aVp(ppa8ov ES 
TivvcYQat 

YEVaT7lOEI5 
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